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Information:

In July 2000 Tory Christman left the Church and dumped her husband of 26 years, to 
join the LTM in CW. While in Clearwater and being supported by Minton, she started 
picketing the Church. From there she got onto media lines and has given anti-
Scientology lectures to the Skeptics. Tory has also been a conduit for disaffected ex-
staff to get onto the Internet and leave Scientology. She has created a “third dynamic” 
of sorts, consisting of social contacts with ex-Scientologists friends and other DBs like 
Graham Berry, who she gets together at occasional parties held at her house. 

*Correction: I never “dumped” my husband. I left a Cult, he divorced me, and re-
married, staying “in”.

When in July 2005 Harold Bezazian, Tory’s ex-husband, confronted Tory with all her lies 
about their divorce, she tried to deny it. However, she backed off from mentioning her 
husband again until recently in the Rolling Stone article. Despite the confrontation Tory 
had with Harold over the phone, she continues to leave messages on his voice mail 
wishing him happy birthday, merry Christmas, and other messages like that. She wants 
to keep a comm line with Harold, even though he told her to leave him alone because 
he got remarried.

**Note: The “lies” he told me are the same absolute lies OSA has pitched for 10 years 
about me. As I told him then, “my doors are open-I don’t know where you live, work, 
you won’t talk to me. I left a Cult. You left me. And you can tell OSA to Go to Hell”. 
That’s when, and only when, he told me he was married. And he changed his phone 
number—so my calling was in 2001 for a few years at most. 

*Also, we have a child together, and for our son's sake, I felt and still feel, even if 
divorced, it is best for all to remain friends. Our son is also out of Scientology.

*Having been married for 27 years, I find it interesting a “church” would promote this 
as something bad. 



What Tory protects:

Tory protects her reputation very heavily and anything done or said that would damage 
her reputation drives her insane. Case in point when she read the comment about her 
in the recent Rolling Stone article where she is described as “wacko” she immediately 
posted to ARS to DA the statement. Many other times she has displayed her insanity 
about trying to DA bad things said about her. Her biggest button is the Religious 
Freedom Watch (RFW) pages about her. She screams on ARS that RFW is full of lies 
about her. During a picket in 2004, Tory was asked to give specifics, but she started 
screaming like a nut and blew from the comm cycle. Many times on ARS she threatened 
to sue RFW but she never did. She wants those webpages down badly because they 
ruin her reputation.

**Correction: I’ve many times thanked OSA for RFW, once I realized they are the best 
display of their “Fair Game” usage. They are masters of twisting reality. I’ve said a 
skillion times, please come over, you’ve never even heard my side of the story. Not 
*one* Scientologist, as a member of C of $, will talk to me. OSA’s interpretation of my 
“Screaming like a nut” is just that. In “Fair Game” is says: “You can lie, cheat, steal, 
destroy someone utterly” and that is all this is. Their feeble attempt to once again 
smear one of their X-members, in fact, someone they have in their “What is 
Scientology” book. 

*Photo, at the end here, of their repercussion of WIS with a new photo, created in 
2000. They never issued the 2nd, due to people in it they now label "SP" *

She protects her job. The current job is the most stable one she ever had since 
defecting. Since mid 2005 Tory has been working at Specialty Merchandise Corporation 
(SMC). Tory is a business coach and teaches people how to start home based 
businesses and she has her own extension, 5606.
 
Tory protects her comm lines to the media because these are the lines she uses to stir 
up entheta against the Church. Getting her properly DA’ed will make the media dump 
her as source of information about the Church.

**Fact: Scientology has failed utterly at shutting me up, both with the media, and on 
the Net. Did I want to protect my job? Hell yes. Is there something wrong with that? 
Only they would see it as one more way to “Fair Game” someone.
 
Tory has a lot of attention about her health and being able to pay for her medical care. 
In 2004 she went through skin cancer surgery which she incurrent $1,500 not covered 
by her insurance. She is also concerned about her memory deteriorating at a rapid rate 
(she has severe memory loses, and according to her, it has been worsening since 2004. 
Tory believes she will die in a matter of a few years because of her memory failing very 



rapidly. She also thinks she will get Alzheimer’s disease because her mother had it and 
she died of it at the end of 2004.
 
**Correction: What a load of crap. Line one: Sure, I have attention on my health and 
health insurance, as do most responsible people. Line 2 is a) False: My insurance DID 
pay for it and b) Where DID you get this private information from, Scientology? That 
violates the HIPPA laws. ALL of the rest of that paragraph is utterly OSA making that 
up. Sure, it is well known that I have had trouble with my short term memory, thanks 
to the “church” of $cientology insisting I get off of my much needed medication for 
Epilepsy, having many Grand Mal Seizures. 

*Note: This was back* in 1973 until my Mom insisted I get back on my medication, 
saving my life.

Totally made up re “Worsening from 2004”—I never said that.

I fearing I’ll die in a few years is actually funny. I don’t fear it, however, since my Dad 
died at 52—I have said many times I’m thankful each day to be alive.

My Mother did not die of Alzheimer’s disease. She died at 85 of other causes, *that is 
appalling again that a supposed "church" would use Fair Game, lying about my Mom's 
health & death*

One more flat out lie.
 ***Second note: Also, this was written in 2006. In the 90’s I gained 100 pounds while 
on Scientology’s “OT 7”. I kept asking for help, got NONE. I finally quit OT 7, joined 
Weight Watchers, lost 60 pounds, and left C of $, forever.

Later, while working at SMC, I gained back a bunch, so yes, I probably was concerned 
about my health-although not as they describe, even then.

Only when I finally figured out what *I* needed to do, did I fully lose the entire 100 
pounds. I reached my goal weight in June of 2010. *I have kept off 100 pounds for 11 
years, thanks to Weight Watchers /no thanks to Scientology*
 
Tory has appeared on Channel 2 where she lied about several subjects. This is the 
direct result of the past few weeks counter-attack against Tory where her ex-husband 
had DA’ed her lies, she being under attack on ARS where she is getting expressed as a 
stripper, [portion blocked out as taken from target’s pc folders]… and taking anti-
depressants.

 **My correction: I’ve ~never~ taken anti-depressants, but a Dr. had given me 
something for possibly having ADD (which it turned out I didn’t have)—so I never took. 
Someone (not sure who—one of four possible people) came to one of my parties, went 



into my medicine cabinet, wrote down the name of that one medicine, and they began 
saying “How could Magoo be happy if she’s on anti-depressants?” Again, a total lie, as 
well as disgusting that they’d send someone into my medicine cabinet, and then make 
up this false story about me, again.

PURPOSE:
 
To dispense with a source of entheta and black PR so that Scientology can get on with 
its expansion unimpeded. 

*Note: The Church of Scientology, especially David Miscavige has been ~the~ biggest 
destroyers of their own group by continuing their abuses to this day. The key abuses 
are:

Declaring members "SP"/suppressive people. Due to that they have broken up hundreds 
of families. Also, Stopping free speech. Using Fair Game to lie and attempt to destroy 
ex-members. This program is an excellent example.

When I first planned on leaving, I even called Stacy Brooks to tell her:"I am not going 
to make videos, picket or speak out. I am just leaving quietly, under the radar".

After escaping out...with OSA cancelling my van to the Airport, the VP at LAX, she 
chasing me all through the Airport, my husband and OSA in Chicago, and the Tampa 
police helping get me safely out by of the Tampa Airport at 1:45 am in July 2000, and 
they posting flat out lies about me on the Net….they created a person speaking out 
against them.

Also, their medical abuses, and the roping people into a billion year contract to be in 
the Sea Org, as well as mind control & Fraud...selling each level that doesn't work & 
refusing to give people back their $$$$"....these are the major abuses.*

MAJOR TARGET:
 
Tory dismissed as an attacker or totally restrained and muzzled.

*As Dr Phil says: "How's that Workin' for you, Scientology/OSA/Miscavige & Floor 
mats?" I am alive and happily quite well, having helped many people wake up and 
leave, and through education of your abuses, have helped thousands not get suckered 
in. To quote Anonymous, who took you on in 2008: "EPIC FAIL!"
 



PRIMARY TARGETS:

1. Internet Invest I/C OSA Int is responsible for getting this program done.
*ROTFLOL!*

_______________________
Internet Invest I/C

2. Read and understand this program. _____________________
Internet Invest I/C

VITAL TARGETS:

1. Arrange the needed funds to use the professionals needed to get the product, on 
investigations etc., as set forth in this program.
*Note to scientology members "donating" to IAS, this is one of many abuses they use 
your money for!*

_____________________
Internet Invest I/C

 
2. Do not allow yourself to be cross-ordered. _____________________

Internet Invest I/C

3. Use debug tech to debug any bugged target on the program.
_____________________
Internet Invest I/C

4. Clear your actions with counsel beforehand. 
*Counsel? You created a counsel to try to muzzle me??*

_____________________
Internet Invest I/C

5. Determine how to use the information gained throughout the execution of this 
program to accomplish the Major Targets. _____________________

Internet Invest I/C
● Again: EPIC FAIL! If you want to learn the facts they won't tell you, go to 

YouTube and type in ToryMagoo44 or
● www.xenu.net
● Leah Remini, Scientology and The Aftermath
● Or just use Google. Scientology has tried to own the Net, thus their B.S. often 

comes up first. Just vary the question. The facts are there.
 

http://www.xenu.net/


Operating Targets:

1. Get Harold to call up Channel 2 and complain about the fact that they have put his 
ex-wife on TV and let her lie about their marriage and other things she has said and get 
their agreement not to use Tory any longer as a source of information about 
Scientology.

*This is so important for people to read. This is a "church" (getting non-profit status 
even though it IS a flat out, fraudulent business) putting in writing their attempt to get 
my now ex-husband, OT8, to Lie about me. I am still doing interviews, thanks to they 
posting flat out lies about me to this day, and refusing to ever talk to me. EPIC FAIL, 
$cientology*
 ____________________

Internet Invest I/C

 2. Get Harold to call up the manager of SMC (Tory’s employer) and complain that she 
has been telling lies about him on TV while she is supposedly at work.
*My view explained above*

____________________
Internet Invest I/C

3. Get Harold to send a letter to specific papers that have used Tory in the past and DA 
Tory and expose her lies. 
*This is the letter where Harold tells the story on how Tory broke up the marriage and 
other lies.
*Please note: I am totally willing to talk with anyone, certainly my ex-husband. Both 
they (members of their "church") & my ex-husband refuse to talk to me. Per their own 
"tech", he is NOT allowed to or he will be declared 'SP'. I tell people often, 'You don't 
have to believe me. Read both sides & make up your own mind's". They cannot say 
that as the Executives who run these abuses know IF people learn the facts, they would 
be out that day!*
 ___________________

Internet Invest I/C

4. Get Harold send the letter to radios where Tory has been hosted as a guest.

*Keep in mind the people suggesting this are not members of the Mafia, as it sounds. 
No, they are members of "The Church of Scientology" & also Not Allowed to read or 
listen to facts Scientology does not want them to see or hear. This is done using mind 
control, peer pressure and fear*
 ___________________

Internet Invest I/C



5. Get Harold to brief [portion deleted to protect target’s privacy] on what Tory is doing 
and the fact that she is lying about their divorce and spreading personal family matters 
on national TV. Get [privacy deletion] ideas of what [privacy deletion] can do to put 
pressure on Tory and threaten to cut [privacy deletion] comm line to her if she doesn’t 
stop.
 
**Fact: I never lied about our divorce, nor did I spread personal family matters, except 
to say that “My husband of 27 years left me, after I left Scientology” which was true. 
Also, despite my now X-husband allowing the flat out lies to be posted on Religious 
Freedom watch (C of S’s hate page)—he is a good man, he never liked OSA. He was 
raised with Hubbard back in the 50’s when his parents got “in”. I doubt he’d follow the 
above orders. I have no doubt they’d have someone they knew who would, call and lie, 
saying they were my x-husband. Sick.
 ___________________

Internet Invest I/C
 
6. [One sentence deleted to protect target’s privacy]
 ___________________

Internet Invest I/C

 7. Get the document that Tory threw away from one of SMC’s clients which contains 
personal financial information, brought to the attention of the client and have the client 
to complain with the company that Tory has lost personal information about his credit 
card and other financial details he has been doing with the company. 

**Note: This is utterly weird, as *I* never brought home any information about any 
clients of SMC, as it’s all kept in their computers. This must be some fabricated thing, 
OR they’ve rifled through SMC’s trash, which quite frankly, could get them in some 
serious trouble. Their attorneys will *not* like this, Scientology—not even a little bit. 
They didn’t like you all to begin with, and are quite educated on this exact stuff. Start 
typing…..and to SMC attorneys, please do note the date you receive any future 
communications from “anonymous sources re Tory Christman”.
*Note: SMC, the company I worked at and these lies are created about was shut down, 
some years ago. There was yellow police tape closing off the building*
 ___________________

Internet Invest I/C

8. Maintain the comm line with the client and get him to insist that Tory should be fired.

*I wasn't fired. SMC let go of 50 employees, all of us 50 and older. I was one of these 
50 employees*
 ___________________

Internet Invest I/C



9. Get Chad Garret (PI in LA) to use one of his resources to become a client of SMC and 
get assigned to Tory as a business coach (this can be done to first apply and then call 
in and asked to be put through to Tory’s extension as if she was transferred to her by 
the main switchboard). 

**FACT: This seems utterly nuts to me, but I sure thank you all for showing how utterly 
sick you really are. I will be turning this all over to SMC, who knew quite well of your 
darker sides, and their attorneys will love this!
 _____________________

Internet Invest I/C

10. Get the new client hook up with Tory and get coached by her to set up a personal 
business.

*Did not happen*
_____________________
Internet Invest I/C

11. As Tory gets the coaching done get the client to become upset and bring it to her 
attention so she gets the warning that she is doing something wrong.

*This is actually funny as it never happened, but again thank you Scientology for 
showing how dark your ops/top secret operations run*
 _____________________

Internet Invest I/C

12. Get the new client to complaint with management because Tory is not doing her job 
well and demand the money back because the client is no longer interested in SMC.  

*Again, a flat out lie, not worth discussing.*
 _____________________

Internet Invest I/C

 13. Repeating Target: Get postings done in business newsgroups where they also 
discuss SMC. Post about Tory being incompetent and unprofessional.

** Note: This is flat out proof of your utter libel. It’s one thing to libel me on your 
phony “religious” site (RFW). This is getting into an entirely different category of public 
libel, OSA.
 _____________________

Internet Invest I/C



14. Get a SMC client to find the postings and bring to the attention of SMC and let them 
know that this is not causing a good PR for the company and of it is true that this 
woman (Tory) is so unprofessional.

_____________________
Internet Invest I/C

15. Concurrently have other “clients” call into SMC and make complaints about Tory 
being rude and incompetent.

_____________________
Internet Invest I/C

16. Repeating Target: Continue to make noise till the company has no choice (due to 
the amount of bad publicity happening) other than firing Tory.
_____________________
Internet Invest I/C

**Note on #16: I worked for SMC for 4 years. This program was written in 2006.
I wasn’t let go until 2009, after the huge Economic Crash, when they let go of tons of 
people. I was with 50 people at the time, which they let go, so your above “program”, 
OSA, again, failed TOTALLY.

17. Get complaints filed with the BBB complaint website talking about dissatisfied 
customers and complaint about Tory (keep it generic) but point out what we know 
about Tory to be true i.e. forgetting things, rude and arrogant.

*Keep in mind, this was created by members of the church of scientology. I was a 
member of this group for 30 years. I helped them in many areas, so I knew many 
things they did not want known….hence this program*

_____________________
Internet Invest I/C

18. Repeating Targets: Get the BBB complaints brought to the attention of SMC from 
people who have watched SMC’s advertisement on TV. (Write these letters from various 
parts of the US so it gives SMC the impression that this is everywhere and not a fixed 
location).

* Again ..created by members of the group known as ,The Church of Scientology. They 
*really* were frightened of what I would say!*
 _____________________

Internet Invest I/C

19. Repeating Target: Keep Schwarz attacking Tory’s reputation on the Net by feeding 
the repeating message that she had a lesbian affair in school (college);PBO:[privacy 
deletion] and her job as a stripper.



*Schwartz' was someone writing so many crazy lies, one ex-scientologist tracked her 
down.

She was working out of a library. I was told "they thought she was homeless with quite 
possibly mental problems". She seemed to be posting OSA's lies, but we didn't think 
OSA would hire her.

I always thought there was some connection with OSA and this program proves it. 
Again, thanks OSA, for proving what we say!*
 __________________

Internet Invest I/C

**LOL! OSA: You are one sick group of people.

**And FTR: I was a dancer back in the early ‘70’s, with 4 other Scientologists, for 
around 6 months. We were training, on the “Minister’s Course” in the day, dancing at 
night, for about 6 months, to pay for $cientology. Most people who know me know this-
however, OSA, in hoping to slime me, of course is trying to use it. Where have they 
gotten some of this very private info from? Probably my PC folders, so thanks for telling 
the world you DO use info from them.

20. Get Schwarz to put up a webpage on Tory and promote it on ARS and other 
newsgroups.

**Note: I knew that *sick person* worked for OSA! (And please spare me the story of 
how she’s just some homeless, lost soul. She may be homeless—this program spells out 
the facts)
 ___________________

Internet Invest I/C

21. Get mirror pages put up on the Net of Tory’s page and get it promoted so she gets 
to know that the word is spreading on who she really is.

____________________
Internet Invest I/C

22. Go through every single chat log and find every derogatory statement other people 
have made about Tory.
 ___________________

Internet Invest I/C

23. Get a specific page put up on RFW with all the statements Tory’s own “friends” 
made against her on the chat.
 ___________________

Internet Invest I/C



24. Get postings designed to get Tory introverted into her 1D health worries and repeat 
the message that she is a crazy person taking anti-depressants.
 ___________________

Internet Invest I/C

25. Get the 3P campaign to cut her comm lines with other SPs on ARS and IRC done 
(this is a known button when she is not defended on ARS she gets upset and gets 
depressed).
 ___________________

Internet Invest I/C

*NOTE: I have never suffered from Depression, so that is totally false.
I don’t like being 3rd Partied (where people buy into Scientology’s Lies) and I’ve tried to 
tell people they are doing this. My true friends know this. Some others did turn on me, 
and I hope this teaches you to listen, and what lengths this sick organization will go to, 
to try to utterly destroy someone they don’t want speaking out.
 
PRODUCTION TARGET:

By 30 April 2006 Tory discredited with the media, dismissed as an attacker or totally 
restrained and muzzled.
 
*TORY’S FINAL PRODUCT:
TORY HAS HELPED MORE PEOPLE GET OUT OF YOUR PHONY “CHURCH” AND YOU 
HAVE FAILED ~~~TOTALLY~~. 

The 1st time I saw the above program was a few days ago, even though I’ve known 
they have been running some such thing on me for many years, including after this in 
08 and no doubt now. Thanks for showing the world, and even people who have been 
critical of myself, that you (OSA) DO create sick things like this. “Church”? Think again, 
my friends. Read, look, Listen, make up your *own* minds.
http://www.youtube.com/ToryMagoo44

PEACE!

The Back Story on Tory:
 
I worked with OSA as a volunteer, (not staff) on and off for 20 years, mostly in the 
PR area. Why they care so much about me is due to my auditor, and then friend, Bill 
Yaud asked me to help him “Handle the critics” on the Net, in the ’90’s. He asked me to 
“Open up anonymous accounts”. I asked why? He said he wouldn’t tell me as “Then
they’ll get you in deposition and keep you there, and you don’t want that, do you 
Tory?” Of course I said “no”…so I continued, basically blindly believing him.

http://www.youtube.com/ToryMagoo44


Some people may think: Why didn’t you go talk to…. Well, we had to sign an 
agreement to NEVER TELL ANY EXECUTIVES of C of $, any AUDITORS, ANY 
ETHICS OFFICERS, any Family, any friends literally–we could not tell a soul–0r we had 
to pay $100,000 “. I remember looking at Bill, and saying: “This looks like the old 
Guardian’s office junk”. He: “Tory: LOOK AT ME. *I* (he, Bill Yaude) would never do 
anything illegal”. I bought it.

As it got more and more mafia-like …I decided *I* needed to go onto the Net and 
LOOK. The Day I did (and ARS was the only Newsgroup then)—OSA had spammed it 
with tons of  baking recipes. In between many lines, were “I didn’t say that! Scientology 
is changing my words” by various critics. Shocked, I realized this train was WAY off 
the tracks. I did NOT get into Scientology to stop free speech! That day I called Bill to 
tell him “I can’t do this anymore, I have to get back to work”. I was literally scared to 
death–realizing this was much worse than I thought, and no doubt was run out of DM’s 
office.

From there, Bill said, “Fine—just meet us at this apt. tonight, as we’ll need a debrief. I 
thought that was fine and showed up on time. The apt. was dark and filled with me (all 
OT’s). Gavino (who ran the Top Secret OSA Int Internet operation) came barging in, 
slamming the door open, yelling “I TOLD YOU SO! I TOLD YOU ABOUT HER!!!”

It was about a 1 hour gang bang spiritual rape—with them screaming “What are you 
going to say in Session about this?” (I actually had zero plans to say anything to 
anyone, but as you can see, thanks to THEIR OWN ACTIONS, that has changed, 
dramatically.)

I finally ran out, crying, and Bill knew at that moment he’d screwed up. It took about 6 
more months for me to FULLY wake up, but I really left the “church” of $cientology, 
that night.

The night I fully woke up, that was IT. I had been on OT 7 for 7 years with it not 
working, we being guinea pigs for the Golden Age of Crap–and having to pay for it, too. 
So during that time, I had spent 10 years reading self-improvement books, art, music, 
science, etc. I didn’t realize it then, but I think I was actually stripping off lies and sort 
of fixing myself, so when I woke up….that was IT.

You may know all of the above, or not plan to say anything. However, IF you plan to, I 
wanted you to hear what actually happened, vs. the many variations of what has been 
said occurred. I never posted on the Net for OSA.

Once I ended the top secret OSA Int Mafia—soon after I went onto ARS, and made 
4,000 posts in 4 weeks! *This was NOT with or for OSA* I had decided the Critics were 
like the old cowboys in the Wild West. They could talk, say what they wanted, do what 
they wanted, and I wanted to find out what they knew that I didn’t. So I went onto ARS 



…making super nutty posts, having no clue I’d meet Andreas who would help me, and 
from that, I’d wake up FULLY and leave, forever.

What did he do that was SO dramatic? Well, had I not been in the Top Secret Mafia, it 
wouldn’t have been SO much. We were constantly lying about our names, even on 
the phone. Here was Andreas with his full name, address and phone number listed. 
That did more for me, and what he said, than anything. He said: “I believe in truth. I   
believe in looking at both sides.  I believe in having the courage to say what I think. I 
don’t think Scientologists are bad, they’re just miss informed. Best wishes, Andreas 
Heldal-lund”

I sat in my dining room after reading that, and cried for 4 hours, as that WAS who I 
was when I joined Scientology, in 1969, age 22– 30 years prior. Then, at 53 (july 2000) 
couldn’t look at both sides, I couldn’t tell the truth. I still had courage. I left a few days 
after that first communication, forever.

As you know, I’ve been speaking out, ever since. They’ve been lying about me, doing 
Fair Game actions on me, since the day they flew Yaude to Clearwater where I was, to 
“handle me”, the second day after I arrived there. He told me: “What has happened to 
you, case wise, is THE WORST THING THAT COULD EVER HAPPEN TO ANYONE ON 
THE PLANET”. “We are going to fix it all at no cost”.

I said: “If you paid me 1 million dollars I wouldn’t pick up your cans, Bill”.

That night OSA began “anonymously” lying about me, running “Don’t trust Tory” on 
ARS.

I cannot thank ALL the people who have helped me over the years, enough. Many will 
never know how much they have helped me. What you are doing now, each activist 
exposing Scientology's abuses,and all your posters here, is terrific. I thank you ALL!

Hope that helps fill in any gaps.

Love to you,

Tory


